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Abstract
In later years John Murray looked back to 1812 as his 'annus mirabilis'. In the history
of the firm, this year was momentous, the acquisition of the famous Albemarle Street
premises second only in importance to the publication of the first two cantos of Byron's
Childe Harold's Pilgrimage. This essay is concerned with Byron's relationship with John
Murray from that period up until their protracted separation in the early 1820s. It begins
by reflecting on the history of what Byron called the 'natural antipathy' of authors and
booksellers before discussing Murray as a publisher in general terms. The essay asks
questions about Byron's relationship with the man who published his works for over ten
years — why was the association successful.'' Why did it break down.'' How did Byron's
friends react to Murray's influence over Byron.'' It also briefly considers the extent to
which Byron's preoccupation with the nature of his popularity and fame was exacerbated
by his association with the massively successful Albemarle Street firm.

John Murray was Byron's publisher. John Murray was Byron's bookseller. Both state-
ments are true, but the distinction is an important one. For Murray and Byron, as for
many people in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the terms were exchangeable.
Murray himself uses the terms interchangeably throughout all his correspondence, as
does Byron. There is no obvious pattern in their usage of the terms. Murray refers to
himself deprecatingly as a bookseller, but also as a publisher. When justifying his deci-
sions regarding Byron's works he will ask the poet to indulge him for his 'Booksellers
sake' or remind him to 'consider [his] publisher [...] and to be pacified'.^ Similarly,
when Byron is addressing, praising, or abusing Murray he does not distinguish between
his use of the words bookseller and ptiblisher. In the early to mid-eighteenth century
the word 'bookseller' implied a combination of the functions of a retail bookseller and
a publisher. As the trade expanded towards the latter half of the century, the distinction
between the various roles became clearer.' Often despised as having 'too much of a
commercial character to be generally interesting', many booksellers/publishers were
still recognised as 'carrying forward the great work of national enlightenment'.'* There
is a great deal of scholarship on the rise of the literary marketplace and the consequent
impact on literature of the period, but few studies consider the specific impact of a
single publisher in the Romantic period as a mediator between author and audience, or
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as a figure capable of exerting a formative influence on the text.' In his study Renais-
sance Drama and the Politics of Publication: Readings in the English Book Trade (2004)
Zachary Lesser laments the fact that the publisher is still 'largely the concern of the
book historian, separated by a disciplinary gulf from literary critics, largely because it
has not been clear how publishers might matter for our readings of text'."^ There is also
a widespread assumption that the publisher's influence is inevitably a contaminating
one. In a call for wider scholarship on individual publishers, Alistair McCleery claims
that the publisher has routinely been seen as an 'enemy rather than as facilitator or
collaborator [...] the pimp associated with the commercialization of art [...] as obstacle
to the unfettered communication of author with reader'.'

This perception of booksellers and publishers has a powerful historical basis. In
particular, eighteenth and nineteenth-century authors and critics frequently describe
booksellers and publishers in contemptuous terms as representative of the most
distasteful elements of the trade. Publishing is of course commercial, but it is also
inherently artistic. As James Raven reminds us, it is, in effect, 'commerce in intellectual
wares'. This union of commerce and art was frequendy deplored by authors. Charles
Lamb was particularly scathing when describing his thoughts on publishers. Advising
a friend to throw himself 'from the steep Tarpeian rock, slap-dash headlong upon iron
spikes [...] rather than turn slave to the Booksellers' he claimed that booksellers were 'a
rapacious, dishonest set' who despised authors. According to Lamb, the reason 'those
fellows hate us' is that

contrary to other trades, in which the master gets all the credit (a jeweller or silversmith
for instance), and the journeyman, who really does the fine work, is in the background, —
in our work the world gives all the credit to us, whom they consider as their journeymen,
and therefore do they hate us, and cheat us, and oppress us, and would wring the blood
of us out, to put another sixpence in their mechanic pouches!'

In his journal, Thomas Moore wrote of hearing a particularly vivid story where 'the
booksellers drank their wine (in the manner of the heroes in the halls of Odin) out of
author's skulls'.'" The disdain is often casual, for example in a letter to Walter Scott,
Thomas Campbell describes John Murray as 'a very excellent and gendemanlike man
— albeit a bookseller.'"

Despite the function of the publisher in selecting and promoting literature and their
roles as arbiters of taste, they are often portrayed as parasitical figures, profiting from
the labours of writers and are usually characterised as manipulators rather than facilita-
tors of literature. To take an example as broadly representative of the tenor of criticism
across eighteenth- century authors, Oliver Goldsmith dismissed most booksellers as
tradesmen 'whose learning does not extend beyond the multiplication-table and the
London Evening-Post' and predicted a 'fatal revolution whereby writing is converted
to a mechanic trade; and booksellers, instead of the great, become the patrons and
paymasters of men of genius'."" The mercantile aspect of literature was deplored in
equal measure to the idea of literature as a 'mechanic trade'. The connotations of
the marketplace are obvious, and we are reminded of the physical act of writing, of
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the printing and manufacturing of books, of authors whom Byron might describe as
having 'the pen peeping from behind the ear - & the thumbs a little itiky'.'' There was
a clear distinction between those who wrote, or published to make money, and those
who did so for artistic reasons.

Samuel Johnson deplored those he called 'the manufacturers of literature, who have
set up for authors, either with or without a regular initiation, and like other artificers,
have no other care than to deliver their tale of wares at the stated time'."* Of course
Johnson also asserted that no 'man but a blockhead ever wrote, except for money',
and admitted to writing Rasselas in little over a week in order to pay for his mother's
funeral.'' Although in many ways Johnson was the embodiment of a professional
writer, and described his publisher Robert Dodsley as his patron, he also lamented that
he was forced into writing to make a living. There were authors who could afford to
write and refuse remuneration for their works, and there were those who had no choice
but to accept payment. For publishers there was little choice — in a fiercely competitive
marketplace they either made money or went out of business. Johnson describes the
situation with characteristic good sense: 'I suppose, with all our scholastic ignorance
of mankind, we are still too knowing to expect that the booksellers will erect them-
selves into patrons, and buy and sell under the influence of a disinterested zeal for the
promotion of learning'.' Isaac D'Israeli echoed Johnson's statement in 1812, writing
that publishers were 'but commercial men. A trader can never be deemed a patron, for
it would be romantic to purchase what is not saleable'.'^

As authors were divided between those who wrote for mercenary or genuine
motives, booksellers and publishers were stibject to similar distinctions. There were
those considered profiteering tradesmen, such as Edmund Curll, and those who were
viewed as patrons of literature such as Dodsley and Joseph Johnson. Publishers who
had tried writing themselves were often looked on with particular favour. Goldsmith
exempted these booksellers from his wrath, claiming that he would always be 'in favour
of such booksellers and printers as have distinguished themselves by their literary
talents: these I honour, and shall always look upon as gentlemen, though they have
the misfortune of keeping shop'.' Later chroniclers of the book trade often distin-
guished between a bookseller, and 'a gentleman dealing in books'.'' Byron did so
himself, advising Murray to be mindful of the difference between a tradesman and a
gentleman.^" In her eulogy for Joseph Johnson, the highest praise Maria Edgeworth
could give the radical ptiblisher was to claim that he 'raised the drooping bard from
Earth / And fostered rising Genius from his birth; / His Liberal spirit a Profession
made, / Of what with vulgar souls is vulgar Trade'.^' William Cowper, who was also
published by Joseph Johnson, conceded that 'perhaps it would be well for authors in
general if their booksellers, when men of some taste, were allowed, though not to
tinker the work themselves, yet to point out the flaws, and humbly to recommend an
improvement'." Publishers needed to negotiate between the commercial and intellec-
tual imperatives of their business. Those perceived as great publishers were frequently
those who, although highly successful, distanced themselves from the more obvious
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commercial motives. Although he was not a radical publisher like Joseph Johnson,
John Murray endeavoured to present himself in this way, as a liberal patron ofthe arts.
Similar to the praise lavished on Joseph Johnson by Edgeworth, William Blackwood
celebrated Murray for making publishing 'a liberal profession and not a mere business
of the pence.""' Although the terms are used interchangeably, it is reasonable to assert
that the term 'bookseller' is often used to reinforce the mercantile aspects of the trade;
the term 'pubhsher' is more in line with Edgeworth and Blackwood's characterisation
of it as a profession. An example from Samuel Smiles's biography of Murray illumi-
nates the significance of the use of these terms.

Describing the circumstances of publication ofthe first two cantos of Childe Harold's
Pilgrimage, Smiles cites a letter from Byron to Francis Hodgson, dated 13 October
1811. Byron complained to Hodgson about Murray's plans to publish the poem in
quarto format; the poet claimed it was 'a cursed unsaleable size', although he conceded
that as the poem was 'pestilent long [...] one must obey one's publisher'.^'* The text
of the original letter is different from the text that Smiles cites; Byron actually wrote
'one must obey one's bookseller'.^' Smiles silently changed one word; the bookseller
of Byron's letter becomes a publisher in his memoir. The biography, A Publisher and
His Friends is a house history of the Murray firm, typical of the kind produced in the
nineteenth century. The late nineteenth century in particular saw a proliferation of
such memoirs authored by publishers themselves, relatives, or sympathetic biogra-
phers, keen to 'defend their heroes from charges of vulgar commercialism'.''^ While
it is a valuable and comprehensive account of the history of Murray's firm, Smiles's
text needs to be regarded with caution. He includes extracts from eighteen letters of
Murray to Byron, and of those only six accurately reflect what the publisher wrote. In
total. Smiles eliminates thirty-three instances of 'your Lordship', along with sentences
such as 'it will be my anxious endeavour to preserve, through life, the happiness of
your Lordship's steady confidence'. The suggestion that Murray was overly servile
in his tone (even if we restore all the 'your Lordship's') is easily dismissed if we
compare his letters to others Byron received from publishers which are all very similar,
including one particularly submissive communication from the radical publisher James
Ridgeway.""^ Murray's letters are sometimes deferential, as was typical of letters of the
time addressed to a member ofthe nobility. They are also characteristic of a publisher's
admiring letter to his successful author. Smiles's alterations indicate motives other than
the elimination ofthe occasional obsequious phrase; they are consistent with his overall
objective in the memoir which is to present Murray, as publisher, as a facilitator of
authors and a distributor of knowledge.

Since the publication of Andrew Nicholson's edition of The Letters of John Murray
to Lord Byron in 2007 we have a real insight into the nature of Byron's literary relation-
ship with his publisher. Reviewing the volume for The Telegraph, Jonathan Bate wrote
that 'literary history knows nothing more glorious than a close collaboration between a
poet of genius and a publisher of commitment' and confidently asserted that the letters
made 'all existing biographies of Byron obsolete'.""^ Murray's letters to Byron are a
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fascinating record of an association that lasted for over ten years. The prevailing view
of their relationship is best encapsulated by David Ellis who states that 'Murray was
a strange ptiblisher for Byron to have'.""' Caroline Franklin concurs, claiming that it
was 'the greatest paradox of Byron's literary life ' that his works were published by
Murray.'" Such views are based on the assumption that it was peculiar that a poet like
Byron would be published by the man who published the Tory Qiiarterly Review and
who prided himself on his friends in the government. The focus on divergent politics
has led to the supposition that Murray constricted or censored Byron's poetry to make
it suitable for the 'delicate air of Albemarle Street'.'' Peter Cochran has written that
'the fact that he had John Murray as a publisher was a jinx on Byron's literary existence
comparable to the jinx which his marriage to Annabella Milbanke was on his personal
life ' and Tom Mole has described what he calls Murray's 'profit-motivated strategy of
containment'.'^ The assumption that the publisher effectively controlled Byron is also
articulated by Jerome Christensen who describes Murray as 'Colonel Parker to Byron's
Elvis'." Christensen's comment may be flippant, but the commercial connotations of
his comparison show an understanding of Murray's dealings with Byron, which were
always more concerned with sales and reputation than with politics.

Temperamentally Murray was certainly conservative but Jonathan Cutmore is right
to remind us that 'it is not at all clear that he was a man of strong, perhaps any, core
political convictions'.'"* Murray's association of his firm with establishment figures is
evidence of his shrewd commercial sense more than it is of any entrenched political
belief. He often asked Byron to change certain political sentiments in his poetry but
it was almost always because he did not want to be deprived of 'customers amongst
the Orthodox'." There were also several occasions, for example the publication of the
politically charged 'Lines to a Lady Weeping', where the publisher disregarded polit-
ical sentiment in favour of a greater commercial success. Murray's attempts to recruit
Leigh Hunt to write for the Quarterly also demonstrate his desire to secure a wider
readership even at the expense of the avowed principles of his own review.

It would be very easy to present Murray as a man with few principles beyond the
commercial. In Cutmore's exhaustive and illuminating study of the history of the
Quarterly Review Murray is variously described as 'passive-aggressive', 'a busybody',
'rational and calculating' and 'a benign Svengali'.' It is also intimated that he manip-
ulated and controlled his authors and editors through overly generous payments.
Crucially, Cutmore does acknowledge that Murray 'was a businessman risking capital
in the expectation of gaining profits and commercial prestige ' and as such we should
remember that 'the publisher stood in a fundamentally different relationship' to editors
and authors." Despite being lauded as one of the foremost publishers of his day, Murray
was repeatedly accused of being weak minded and hesitant. Walter Scott described
the 'timidity of temper which made Byron term the great Lord of Albemarle Street
the most timorous of Gods Booksellers'.' Much of what Byron would call Murray's
'shuflling' was due to his cautious temperament, it was also due to the fact that, as a
publisher, it was Murray's job to read not for himself, but for other people. Even Byron
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conceded that when it came to hesitancy 'a ptiblisher can hardly help it - it is their
nature'." Murray was an astute businessman but he was also restrained in his dealings.
He was not a publisher like Joseph Johnson or John Hunt who was prepared to go to
prison for their publications, neither was he a ptiblisher like Archibald Constable whose
business went bankrupt due to his poor financial decisions. Murray built his firm on
solid foundations, so much so that he was able to absorb the massive loss of £26,000 on
one of his few ill-advised ventures. The Representative.

What was Murray's relationship with Byron.'' There are 172 surviving letters from
Murray to Byron and 513 surviving letters from Byron to Murray.'*" Byron was a prolific
correspondent and it has long been widely acknowledged that his letters to Murray
are among the most engaging and revealing that he ever wrote. Almost a quarter of
Byron's surviving letters are addressed to Murray and they illuminate the remarkable
narrative of their fluctuating relationship. In his preface to his edition of Byron's letters
and journals, Leslie Marchand sympathised with the publisher as 'seldom in history has
a ptiblisher been scolded as Byron belaboured Murray'.'*' Byron was certainly a 'high-
maintenance' author and Murray has rightly been seen as 'long-suffering'.'*'' Murray
remembered Byron visiting his shop in Fleet Street and practising fencing techniques
by aiming at the bookshelves, unsurprisingly adding 'I was sometimes [...] glad to get
rid of him!"*' Byron had been one of Murray's authors for only a month when he wished
his publisher would jump in the canal, and years later instructed Thomas Moore to 'nail
Murray [...] to his own counter'.'*'* When they are not imagining physical violence,
Byron's letters to Murray document his changing and contradictory opinions towards
writing, fame, reputation, and literary immortality. Murray's letters to Byron are prac-
tical, often amusing, anecdotal, and patient. Clearly delighted to be Byron's publisher,
Murray is also subtly argumentative with his writer, and does not hesitate to remind
his author of his expertise in publishing. Byron regularly disagreed with Murray but he
often complied, knowing his ptiblisher played a key role in his success.

The sales of Byron's poetry certainly helped to establish Murray as one of the
leading publishers of the period. Byron was also indebted to his publisher in many
ways; as Peter Graham writes, for much of their relationship, Byron 'seems to have
needed Murray more than Murray needed him'.'*' Jerome Christensen argues that
'the imprint of a prestigious publisher served as a kind of canonical legitimation', and
Byron's association with the establishment publisher certainly protected him from crit-
icism he might otherwise have endured, particularly following the separation scandal.''*
The most striking example of this is Murray preventing the Quarterly Review from
publishing a 'moral disquisition on Byron's conduct and character' after the events of
1816. The publisher felt that it was frankly 'ridiculous to attempt to convert a man in a
Review' and arranged instead for Walter Scott to write a review of the third canto of
Childe Harold's Pilgrimage.''^ Murray knew that Scott admired Byron and was sympa-
thetic to the poet's personal situation. Scott wrote a generous and sensitive review,
even instructing Murray to 'fling the sheets in the fire' if he thought there was anything
likely to hurt Byron 'either in his feelings or with the public'.'** Byron's contempo-
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raries were in no doubt that an association with a prestigious publishing firm would
bring benefits of this kind. William Hazlitt was resentful of the fact that Byron seemed
'scarcely vulnerable to the critics' and he knew why: 'to be well spoken of, [the poet]
must enlist under some standard; he must belong to some coterie. He must get the
esprit de corps on his side; he must have literary bail in readiness. Thus they prop one
another's rickety heads at Murray's shop'."' Hazlitt's image of a coterie was an accurate
one. Murray's premises at Albemarle Street attracted a host of famous authors and
critics who formed what Byron called Murray's 'back-shop synod' or Utican Senate'.'"
The 'senate' were an influential group of writers and Murray's connection with them,
combined with Byron as his leading author, the success of the Quarterly Review and
the blockbuster sales oi Domestic Cookery, established Murray as a powerful publisher.
A satire entitled 'The Age Reviewed' by Robert Montgomery gives us a glimpse of
popular opinion as he describes how 'no sterling volumes dare to sell / Save Murray
buy'.'' The Scottish publisher Archibald Constable memorably styled Murray as 'The
Emperor of the West'^^

Much of the correspondence between Byron and Murray can be read as a dialogue
on the subject of Byron's popularity, and the difference between temporary reputa-
tion and enduring fame. In Murray's first letter to the poet he tells Byron that Childe
Harold's Pilgrimage is superior to anything he had previously published, and in light
of its merits, 'it were therefore grievous indeed, if you do not condescend to bestow
upon it, all the improvement of which your Lordships mind is so capable '. Having read
the poem, Murray had been worried by some sections, particularly those on Spain and
Portugal and, predictably, he was wary of the 'religious feelings'. In a phrase Byron was
to hear many times throughout his association with his publisher, Murray writes that
the reason he is asking for the changes to be made is that the expressions in the poem
'do not harmonize with the general feeling' and would consequently 'greatly interfere
with [its] popularity'. The 'religious feelings' would have to be modified as it might
'deprive [Murray] of some customers amongst the Orthodox'. He also expresses his
desire that Byron should keep his promise to complete the poem by adding two further
cantos; an imaginative interpretation of Byron's letter, which had only promised a few
short poems."

Murray is careful to stress that he is asking for changes only in his capacity as a
publisher and a business man, a feature which is consistent in all his letters which request
changes to Byron's text. It is clear that although Murray phrases his request in such a
way as to make it appear that any changes would be 'in compassion to [his] publisher'
the intimation is that Byron would be endangering his fame if he should fail to comply:

[i]t were cruel indeed not to perfect a work which contains so much that is excellent—your
Fame my Lord demands it — you are raising a Monument that will outlive your present
feelings, and it should therefore be so constructed as to excite no other associations than
those of respect and admiration for your Lordships Character and Genius.

Murray finishes the letter by gesturing to the fact that their reputations would become
entwined:
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I trust that you will pardon the warmth of this address, when I assure your Lordship
that it arises, in the greatest degree, in a sincere regard for your lasting reputation, with,
however, some view to that portion of it, which must attend the Publisher of so beautiful
a Poem."

It is difficult to exaggerate the extent to which Murray's letters to Byron constantly refer-
ence the poet's fame, his reputation, his literary immortality and the publisher's belief
that the fame will never be surpassed. Murray, as a publisher had a certain authority
in his judgement, enforced by a century of belief that publishers were facilitators of
lasting literary fame. Such was Murray's success, he became known as a publisher who
could potentially ensure that a writer became what Byron would call 'a staple author'.''''
John Keats once wrote that he had almost made up his mind '[t]o mo[r]tgage a Poem
to Murray'; however he decided not to as his reputation was 'very low' and therefore
Murray would not negotiate his 'bill of intellect'.'

The concept of reputation becomes crucial once Byron leaves England. Writing the
third canto of Childe Harold which deals with broken reputations, the fleeting nature
of fame and 'false ambition' Byron states that he is now wise enough not to 'regard
men's frown or smile, / As loss or guerdon of a glorious lot' {CHP, III, 97-8,112). His
parting words to the English public deny that he actively sought fame out of vanity:

I have not loved the world, nor the world me;
I have not flattered its rank breath, nor bow'd
To its idolatries a patient knee, —
Nor coin'd my cheek to smiles, — nor cried aloud
In worship of an echo (III, 113).

To understand Byron's representation of popularity in this stanza it is useful to turn
to Samuel Taylor Coleridge's definition of reputation, the consequence of those who
're-suppose the suppositions of others'." The canto concludes with the striking image of
Byron standing alone in a crowd, in the midst of a reverberation of thoughts which he
knows are influenced by the prevailing view: 'I stood / Among them, but not of them;
in a shroud / Of thoughts which were not their thoughts' (III, 113). In the future,
weary of Murray's incessant reporting of other people's opinions and regretting the
poetry of his early career, Byron would return to this image and reiterate his rejection
of popular opinion:

as long as I wrote in the false exaggerated style of youth and the times in which we live,
they applauded me to the very echo; and within these few years, when I have endeav-
oured at better things and written what I suspect to have the principle of duration in it
[...] all men [...] have risen up against me [.. .].'*

This statement is from a letter of 1822. By 'the principle of duration' Byron is refer-
ring to works that will survive and endure and it is this principle that guides his writing
after 1816. As Byron's poetry begins to move towards Donjuán the contrast with his
earlier popular verse becomes a source of uncertainty and insecurity. This unease is
manifest in a series of strikingly apprehensive and nervous letters to Murray. The
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anxiety and disagreements persist until Byron arrives at a stage where he is able to
candidly reflect on his popularity, and motives for writing:

Ambition was my idol, which was broken
Before the shrines of Sorrow and of Pleasure;

And the two last have left me many a token
O'er which reflection may be made at leisure:

Now, like Friar Bacon's brazen head, I've spoken,
"Time is. Time was. Time's past:" — a chymic treasure

In glittering youth, which I have spent betimes -
My heart in passion, and my head on rhymes.

What is the end of fame.'' 'tis but to fill
A certain portion of uncertain paper:

Some liken it to climbing up a hill.
Whose summit, like all hills', is lost in vapour;

For this men write, speak, preach, and heroes kill.
And bards burn what they call their 'midnight taper'.

To have, when the original is dust,
A name, a wretched picture, and worse bust. {DJ, I, 217—18)

Having arrived at this position, Murray's repeated protestations that Byron was endan-
gering his immortality carried little weight with the poet. Murray's objections were in
themselves problematic because the publisher did like Donjuán - immensely. Murray
saw very quickly that with Donjuán Byron 'need attempt nothing further for immor-
tality' but he persisted in his pleas for Byron to alter the offending sections." Playing
on Byron's disappointment over the poor sales, Murray wrote that 'its sale would have
been universal if some 20 stanzas had been altered'. The fact that the book was not
deemed suitable for ladies had 'cut up' his sale and he called it 'cruel to cripple its circu-
lation'. ° Murray persevered with these tactics for a number of months. He wrote of
his dismay that 'any thing should have appeared in the first part to restrain its circula-
tion' and cautioned Byron against offending 'the Middling Class in the country'. ' It
was here that the publisher made his biggest mistake with Byron. The poet had long
been accustomed to Murray's relaying other people's opinions; the explicit acknowl-
edgement that those other people were a fickle middle- to upper-class reading public
that had deserted him once before merely hastened the breakup of their association.
Throughout what was a lingering and often difficult separation, it became increasingly
clear that the poetry Byron wanted to write no longer fit with the audience Murray
wanted Byron to write for.

That the separation was protracted was partly due to Murray's genuine enthusiasm
for Donjuán. Despite the difficult publication, and his probable fear of prosecution, it
is clear from Murray's letters that he knew the poem was a masterpiece; he even offered
Byron 'a Thousand Guineas for each Canto until [his] plan is sublimely completed'. ̂
It was such hyperbolic praise contrasted with bouts of timidity regarding his middle-
class readers and his susceptibility to his advisors which signalled the end of Murray's
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relationship with Byron. Murray's hesitancy ('shuflling') irritated Byron immensely. In
a letter to Hobhouse he stressed that although he had no 'personal difference ' with the
publisher, he wanted to break off their association because he 'hesitates and shuffles'. '
In July 1820, Murray wrote an emotional letter to Byron sincerely apologising for the
distress he had caused him in not writing; this placated the poet and they reconciled
temporarily. This pattern would be repeated over the course of two years: Byron would
become angry at perceived neglect and be appeased by a friendly letter from Murray.
Byron soon realised that their personal regard for each other was interfering with their
professional relationship. Neither wanted to offend or hurt the other and it was causing
diflnculties in negotiations. This was the principal reason why Byron preferred dealing
with Murray through Kinnaird. In August 1821 the poet wrote to Murray to explain the
reasons why they needed a mediator:

To him you can state all your mercantile reasons which you might not like to state to me
personally — such as "heavy season" ["]flat public" "don't go off" - ["]Lordship writes
too much — Won't take advice — declining popularity — deductions for the trade — make
very little — generally lose by him - pirated edition — foreign edition — severe criticisms.
&c. ["] with other hints and howls for an oration - which I leave Douglas who is an
orator to answer. — You can also state them more freely — to a third person — as between
you and me they could only produce some smart postscripts which would not adorn our
mutual archives.̂ ''

The letter is a wonderfully facetious impersonation of Murray's myriad excuses and is
a good example of Byron's (sometimes) good-humoured approach to his publisher's
manner.

In terms of their publication by John Murray, Childe Harold and Don Juan can be
considered as inverted mirrors of each other. In October 1820 Byron wrote to Murray
describing an encounter with 'a very pretty Italian lady' who had recently read Don
Juan:

She read it in the French, and paid me some compliments with due drawbacks upon it; - 1
answered that "what she said was true - but that I suspected that it would live longer than
Childe Harold." - "Ah (but said She) I would rather have the fame of Childe Harold for three
years than an Immortality of Don Juari'X '

If the poems are emblematic of the beginning and end of Byron and Murray's relation-
ship, for Byron they also represent the distinction between popularity and lasting fame.
It is testament to the powerful influence of Albemarle Street on Byron's mind that
he seriously considered discontinuing Don Juan due to lack of their encouragement.
He was devastated by the reaction of Murray and his advisors and, not used to such a
'lukewarm publisher', found it diflicult to even copy out his cantos.'''^ The reason Byron
persisted with what he knew to be his greatest poem was precisely the reason he told the
'pretty Italian lady' - he knew it would 'live longer'. The elision of John Murray from
a position of importance in Byron's life and career is due to a combination of a general
lack of attention to publishers, and also perhaps because of friends' distaste for the fact
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that he had a close literary and sometimes personal relationship with his ptiblisher. For
many contemporaries, Murray represented the side of Byron that was concerned with
trade, commerce, profit and high sales. A man Byron could write to: '[w]hat will you
give me or mine for a poem of 6 Cantos {when complete — no rhyme — no recompense)
as like the last 2 as I can make them.̂ '"̂ ^ This dislike is exemplified by Thomas Moore's
attitude towards Murray. Moore admitted in his journal that he often 'treated [Murray]
like a tradesman'. After Byron's death, Moore and Hobhouse were reluctant to allow
Murray's name on a committee to organise a monument for the poet. The reasoning
for this was because Murray 'is, after all, but a tradesman, he has hardly a right to be
there'. Douglas Kinnaird referred to the ptiblisher as 'the merchant Murray', and
warned Byron that 'this Scotchman considers you his property'."^'

Murray made a considerable amount of money from Byron's publications. His asso-
ciation with Byron elevated his business to a position of genuine power and influence
in the book trade. Much as his 'shuffling' annoyed Byron, there is no doubt that the
poet was very fond of his publisher; quarrels aside there are far too many expressions
of genuine affection in his letters to argue otherwise. Murray's likeable personality
endeared him to many close to Byron, particularly to Caroline Lamb and Augusta
Leigh, and his concern for Byron's personal welfare is always apparent - even though
he never seemed to understand how deeply it upset the poet when he failed to write
to him. Murray's letters to his wife Annie, his children, and to his friends and fellow
pubHshers all breathe of his pride that he was Byron's publisher. One of my favourite
descriptions of Byron's thoughts about Murray comes from the poet himself (who was
adept at ventriloquizing the publisher):

I have a great respect for your good & gentlemanly qualities - & return your personal
friendship towards me — and although I think you a little spoilt by "villainous company"
— Wits — persons of honour about town - authors - and fashionables - together with
your "I am just going to call at Carlton House [;] are you walking that way.''" [...] you
deserve and possess the esteem of those whose esteem is worth having - and of none more
(however useless it may be) than yrs. very truly B[yron].'°

Here, Byron expresses his understanding that Murray's position in the literary world,
and the publisher's great satisfaction with this position, could often lead him to be
swayed by the opinions of others. The poet also acknowledges and reciprocates friend-
ship. John Murray was Byron's bookseller. He was his publisher. He was also his friend.
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